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Tinker Bell is the most famous fairy and character created by James Matthew Barrie in his Peter
Pan books. This DIYed doll will give daily smiles, love and happiness, nothing more, nothing
less.Instructions are indicated row by row very clearly.It offers the opportunity to contact the
author if you need to.



Amigurumi Tinker Bell FairyCrochet patterndesigned by Berry GoblinflyCopyright © 2012 Berry
GoblinflyAll rights reserved.Table of Content:Crochet skill and notesMaterialsStitches used and
abbreviationsHeadEarsArmsHairFaceDressShoes and FeetWingsCrochet Skill and NotesIf you
know how to make a single crochet, you will easily crochet this amigurumi (= a japanese word for
handmade crocheted or knitted stuffed doll or toy)To increase, work 2 sc on the indicated st.To
decrease, insert hook in next sc, yo, draw up a loop, insert hook in next sc, yo, draw up a loop, yo
and pass through the 3 loops on hook.To work an adjustable ring (also called magical ring),
make a simple loop with your fingers, insert hook inside and work the number of sc needed
around the primary loop. At the end, pull up the first end of yarn to tighten. A magical loop is
used to avoid a ugly hole but you can also chain 2 and work the number of sc indicated in
second ch from hook.=> indicated the number of stitch at the end of the row or roundDoll
measurement: (from chignon to feet) 11 inch (9" without chignon)Materials:2 oz of a natural
classic DK yarn color cream and ½ oz color white (only for wings)1 oz of a natural classic DK
yarn color green1 oz of a natural classic DK yarn color yellow (for hair)some of cotton thread
yarn n°8 of each following color : blue, black, redsome of fur white yarn to decorate
shoescrochet hook E (3.
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Margie, “Crouched doll. If you have crochet experience this should be an easy pattern. Had a
little problem with the hair but everyone else thought it looked fine. The girl that received it
thought it was wonderful.”

Avid Reader, “Fun Pattern. Great pattern and so cute done up! Easy to follow and fun! Loved the
pattern and would recommend it to others”

Margarita Gamboa, “Loved It!!!. I am very happy with the pattern.  Thank you.”

Jo Dolan, “Tinkerbell. Not done the pattern as yet but it looks straight forward enough x”

linda dare, “Four Stars. made 3 so far kids loved them”

Lady J, “Satisfaction guaranteed. I have a friend who has an extensive collection of Tinkerbell
and this was a way do something very original that can't be found anywhere else. I added
sparkle to her wings and shoes. What a wonderful pattern ... even for someone like me who is
not a super great crocheter.”

Muffel, “Sehr niedlich!. Bin Anfänger in Sachen häkeln und hab mir die Anleitung selbst ins
deutsche übersetzt. Die Puppe ist genau so geworden, wie auf der Abbildung und macht jetzt
die kleine Tochter meiner Freundin glücklich.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Cuuuute!. Super cute easy to read too”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 16 people have provided feedback.
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